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The Life and Times of Don Bluth Don Bluth (born Donald Bluthman) is
an American animator, director, producer, screenwriter, illustrator,

businessman and inventor. He is best known for his creation of the An
American Tail franchise, Dragon's Lair and The Land Before Time. He
also co-created and co-directed the film Dark Crystal, which was the

second feature film to gross over $100 million in U.S. theatrical
release.Ain't No Rest for the Wicked (1983) The film starts out with a

nice image of some college students sitting on a park bench, looking at
the camera and saying, "Where do we go from here?" But this is the
Age of Reagan. Things are different. So they say. In truth, they might

also say that the Reagan administration can accurately be described as
a "cesspool of corruption," and that it has been "the greatest blot on
the history of the nation" since Andrew Johnson. But it's not the place
to tackle all that. Our story concerns a young pro-choice demonstrator
who gives an interview to a reporter who happened to get the job of a

lifetime: Time magazine would like to interview an anti-abortion
activist who has been most outspoken in the right-to-life movement.
The assignment is perfect, but the woman in question is Mary Alice, a

student from the Catholic college founded by Paulist Fathers in the
1950s by the name of Catholic Center for American University. In a

conversation with the reporter, Mary Alice comes to believe that she
has been singled out for abuse by her family and friends because she

is a Catholic and a feminist. Her mother, a surgeon, has been informed
of the article and fears that the suicide rate among Catholic

adolescents will skyrocket due to the confusion of the delicate position
Mary Alice is in. Now here's the thing: sometimes it takes somebody
like time reporter Alexander Cockburn to come along and point out
that something ought to be done. It's enough to make a person feel
something, isn't it? Mary Alice is discovering that life is hard enough.
She's doing graduate work and trying to balance being at home and
being socially active. She has trouble finding her place in the world.
And she's starting to have doubts about her place in the religious

world, as well. She and her friends have been discussing issues of the
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day, but she has yet to tell them that she's a lesbian. Still, she doesn't
know where to draw the line

Features Key:
Realistic physics system.

Sophisticated ship construction simulation.
Mission Selection Screen and interactive mission generator.

Space Combat (multi-player game)
Missions Generated by a Screen Graphical User Interface

Interactive instant construction of ships between all stations
Advanced ship coding C++.

Other Games Available from Starlog:

Pyramid of the Sun
Custom Games
Competition Events
Space games
Alien survival
Grounding Games
2048
Roll dice
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